The WORLD TRANSFORMATION MOVEMENT (WTM) is a not-for-profit organisation dedicated to transforming the individual, the human race and thus our world through bringing psychologically relieving biological understanding to the underlying problem in human affairs of the human condition* — which is our species' extraordinary capacity for what has been called 'good and evil'. In particular, the WTM recognises the breakthrough biological explanation of the human condition put forward by Australian biologist Jeremy Griffith* in his various publications, especially his 2016 book FREEDOM: The End Of The Human Condition. Read more about the WTM as an organisation*

The first 4 videos here are key

WATCH THE HUMAN CONDITION BEING SOLVED AND THE WORLD SAVED

It is the responsibility of every human now to understand the human condition

JOIN OUR MAILING LIST
and receive twice-weekly emails about the human condition and its resolution.

First name *
Last name *
Email Address *

Subscribe now!

The world is in crisis!
— polarised politics, failed states, refugee crises, terrorism, corruption, epidemic levels of anxiety, loneliness, depression and mental illness, family breakdown, drug abuse, obesity, paralysed younger generations, environmental devastation —
What’s the solution?

ONLY the redeeming, reconciling and transforming biological explanation of our troubled human condition can save us. And it is precisely that understanding, and its now desperately needed transformation of our lives, that the World Transformation Movement presents in biologist Jeremy Griffith’s book FREEDOM.

The Short Summary

Transform Your Life And Save The World is a condensation of FREEDOM. These 68 short pages of spectacular world-saving TRUTH about human behaviour will be so profoundly liberating, relieving and transforming of your life that this little book may be all you need to read!

Download for FREE!
Completely FREE, no registration required.

The Complete Book

FREEDOM is the definitive presentation of the biological explanation of the human condition needed for the complete understanding of human behaviour and the ultimate amelioration of all the underlying psychosis in human life.

Download for FREE!
Completely FREE, no registration required.

I have no doubt FREEDOM provides the holy grail of insight we have sought for the psychological rehabilitation of the human race. This is the book we have been waiting for, it is the book that saves the world.”

Professor Harry Prosen,
Former President of the Canadian Psychiatric Association

Freedom Essays

Subscribers to the WTM are sent two Freedom Essays each week to learn about the fabulous new transformed world that opens up for all humans now that understanding of the human condition has been found. These essays cover all the main subjects in FREEDOM and so provide an easy way to read FREEDOM in wonderfully illustrated bite-sized portions. You can read, print, download or listen to (as a podcast) any of these essays by clicking on the links provided at the top of each of them.

Note that Freedom Essays 1–14 repeat the videos at the top of this homepage, so again:

THE FIRST 4 ARE KEY TO UNDERSTANDING & SOLVING EVERYTHING!
Introduction to the explanation and resolution of the human condition

1. Your block to the most wonderful of all gifts
2. The false ‘savage instincts’ excuse
3. THE EXPLANATION of the human condition
4. The ‘instinct vs intellect’ treatise is obvious – short
5. The transformation of the human race
6. Our Denialists song ‘Let’s Go’
7. ‘This is the real liberation of women’
8. ‘How this liberated me from racism’
9. The difficulty of reading FREEDOM and the solution
10. What exactly is the human condition?
11. The WTM Defal Effect Course
12. One hour summing talk
13. ‘Savage instincts’ excuse leads to human extinction
14. WTM Centres opening everywhere
15. How your life can immediately be transformed

*Note, in July 2018, we added to and re-ordered these essays – see comparison* between the orders.

“"This understanding of the human condition will end all prejudices, like racism, forever."

Franklin Mukakanga,
Advertising director & radio host, Zambia

Historic day for humanity

Jeremy Griffith’s world-saving book FREEDOM was launched at the Royal Geographical Society in London on 2 June 2016. In an amazing dialogue, Sir Bob Geldof, who was essentially knighted for his concern for humanity, began the launch by pleading for scientists like Jeremy to save the world. Jeremy then presented that desperately needed scientific solution to the world’s problems, which is the reconciling explanation of our species’ ‘good and evil’ conflicted human condition. In the process Jeremy was also able to explain why the idealistic dogma of Sir Bob’s left-wing philosophy has actually oppressed the search for knowledge and worked against progress to enlightenment.

Watch the presentations of the launch of FREEDOM and also a description of the transformation of the human race.

Read the expanded transcript of these presentations in the book Transform Your Life And Save The World, which is available above and provides the ideal introduction to FREEDOM.

SEE DETAILS OF THE LAUNCH AND SUBSEQUENT PUBLICITY*
More about FREEDOM

“This explanation brings about the true liberation of women and the reconciliation of the sexes, which is truly extraordinary”

Dr Anna Fitzgerald,
Molecular biologist, genome projects strategist

Commendations

Roz Bachl, UK WTM Centre
More about Roz*

Franklin Mukakanga, advertising director and radio host in Zambia
More about Franklin*

Prof. Harry Prosen, former President of the Canadian Psychiatric Assoc.
More about Harry*

Brian Carlton, journalist, broadcaster & media personality
More about Brian*

Stefan Rössler, Austrian WTM Centre
More about Stefan*

Dr Anna Fitzgerald, molecular biologist, genome projects strategist
More about Anna*

Tim Macartney-Snape, biologist and world-renowned mountaineer
More about Tim*

Sam Akritidis, Melbourne WTM Centre
More about Sam*

WTM member, Paul discussing FREEDOM

Thought Leaders
‘Professor Stephen Hawking] is most interested in your impressive proposal…’
‘Frankly, I [Dr Patricia Glazebrook] am blown away by the ground-breaking significance of this work….’

General Public
‘If Plato and Aristotle were alive and read Griffith, they would die happy men.’
‘I don’t care what question you have, this book will answer it’

https://www.humancondition.com/
WTM Centres opening around the world

Starting with the Sydney WTM Centre, whose site you are on now, other Centres are opening everywhere — so contact your nearest Centre and get involved, or if you would like to start a Centre contact us HERE*.

LEARN MORE* more about the WTM Centres.

Videos explaining the human condition

Over the years Jeremy Griffith and others have given presentations about the human condition, and the work of the WTM promoting its understanding and amelioration. The following are some of the main videos in this collection.

SEE ALL THE MAIN WTM VIDEOS*, which include the following:

- What is the human Condition?  
  2016

- Freedom Webinar 1
  2015

- Freedom Webinar 2
  2015

- Freedom Webinar 3
  2015

- Focus Group Intra Video
  2014

Publications and their Reviews

The WTM has produced numerous publications since 1983, including a bestseller, all of which are freely available. Please note that Jeremy Griffith’s 2016 book, FREEDOM: The End Of The Human Condition, is the definitive presentation of Jeremy Griffith’s breakthrough biological treatise on the human condition, and both it and its condensation, Transform Your Life And Save The World, are the best publications through which to learn about the subject.

SEE ALL WTM PUBLICATIONS*, which include the following:

- Transform Your Life And Save The World
  2016

- FREEDOM: The End Of The Human Condition
  2016

- IS IT TO BE?
  2015

- The Book Of Real Answers To Everything!
  2014

- The Great Exile
  2011

- The Great Exiles Documentary Proposal
  2006

- The Human Condition
  2004

https://www.humancondition.com/  
* indicates a link  
2018-11-22
DOWNLOAD YOUR FREE COPIES

Understand the human condition and access the only real solution that can stop the suffering and destruction of our planet.

While FREEDOM and Transform Your Life And Save The World are now available in bookstores, including Amazon, due to their world-saving importance they will ALWAYS remain freely available here.

THE WORLD TRANSFORMATION MOVEMENT

The non-profit World Transformation Movement provides the structure and support for the enormous relief, excitement and transformation that is made possible by understanding the human condition. Every human can now leave their selfish, egocentric and deluded behaviour behind and help transform the world.

Learn more about us

This is a scientific pursuit and was not created for profit. For this reason, all information and materials are provided free of charge.